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1.INTRODUCTION 

The 14th European Men's 18 Handball Championship took place in Croatia from 9th to 

19thAugust 2018. The competition took place in two towns – Varazdin and Koprivnica. The 

towns are situated in the northern part of Croatia and are 47 kilometers apart. Matches were 

played at two sports halls: Varazdin Arena (Varazdin) and SDG Gymnasium Fran Galovic 

(Koprivnica). The Varazdin hall has a capacity of 5000 people, where as the capacity of the hall 

in Koprivnica is 2500 viewers. Preliminary Round for groups C and D, Main Round for group M2, 

Intermediate round group 4 and Placement Matches 1-8 were played in Varaždin, where as 

Preliminary Round for groups A and B, Main Round for group M1, Intermediate round for group 

3 and Placement Matches 9-16 were played in Koprivnica. 

Once again, the Croatian Handball Federation excelled as a host of a major competition such as 

the European Men's U-18 Handball Championship. Croatia was the host of the 2016 

championship for this age group and this is the first time that a handball federation got to host 

the European Championship two times in a row.  

Organization was excellent and there were no major problems during the competition. The 

playing conditions in the hall, transportation and accommodation were at a very high level. 

Special thanks should be given to the volunteers who contributed to the success of this event, 

to the satisfaction of all national teams and the EHF. 

The analysis will include important statistical parameters, some of which will be compared to 

previous competitions in this age group, tactical setting in attack and defense, and the reasons 

behind successful results of some teams at this competition.  

I tried to watch live as many matches as possible, whereas my other observations came from 

information given by the coaches and technical staff of the competing teams. All information 

was later compared to the statistical indicators of the system used in this competition.  

FINAL STANDING: 

1. SWE Sweden 2. ISL Iceland 3. DEN Denmark 4. CRO Croatia 5. ESP Spain 6. GER Germany 7. 

FRA France 8. SRB Serbia 9. SLO Slovenia 10. HUN Hungary 11. NOR Norway 12. POR Portugal 

13. RUS Russia 14. ISR Israel 15. POL Poland 16. ROU Romania 
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2.FINAL RESULTS AND NOMINATION FOR ALL-STAR TEAM 

Finals and placement matches: 

POL-ROU 39:28(20:13) 15th Place 

ISR-RUS 21:26(9:16) 13th Place 
NOR-POR 28:24(11:13) 11th Place 
SLO-HUN 26:23(16:10) 9thPlace 
FRA-SRB 39:23(19:12) 7th Place 
ESP-GER 28:26(15:15) 5th Place 
DEN-CRO 26:24(14:10) 3rd Place 
SWE-ISL 32:27(12:12) 1st Place 

 

Nomination for All-Star Team 

  

No. 
 

PlayerName 
 

Nation 

 

Goalkeeper 30 NORSTEN Fabian SWE 
 

LeftWing 2 GAUTASON Dagur ISL 
 

LeftBack 9 KNORR Juri GER 
 

Centre Back 7 NTANZI Sadou FRA 
 

Pivot 13 CHRISTENSEN Thor DEN 
 

RightBack 33 NIKOLIC Jovica SRB 
 

RightWing 10 CHRINTZ Valter SWE 
Best 

Defender 10 PRIBETIC Gianfranco CRO 
 

MVP 25 THRASTARSON Haukur ISL 
TOP SCORER 

56goals 2 HALLBÄCK Ludvig SWE 
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3.STATISTICAL PARAMETERS 

3.1. RANKING HISTORY – EUROPEAN YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Rank 1992 1994 1997 1999 2001 2003 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 

1 POR ESP SWE HUN RUS ISL SRB CRO GER CRO GER FRA FRA SWE 

2 RUS POR CZE ESP DEN GER CRO DEN DEN  ESP SWE HUN CRO ISL 

3 ESP DEN HUN DEN SWE DEN DEN SWE SWE DEN DEN ESP GER DEN 

4 NOR ISR GRE RUS ROM SWE SLO POL ISL GER ESP DEN SLO CRO 

5 GER RUS SLO SLO FRA SLO GER SPA CRO SRB SLO SWE DEN ESP 

6 ISR MKD DEN POL SVK SRB SVK FRA ESP SUI AUS SUI ESP GER 

7 AUS ROM YUG CRO SLO POR SWE SRB FRA SWE CRO GER ISL FRA 

8 SUI HUN SPA POR AUS HUN BLR TUR* NOR SLO BEL* POL SRB SRB 

9  SWE AUS GER CRO SVK FRA GER SLO RUS NOR ISL SWE SLO 

10  CZE UKR* NOR LUX* FRA HUN  HUN SRB POL SRB CRO POR HUN 

11  BUL EST FRA HUN CRO RUS SVK BIH* CZE ROM BLR RUS NOR 

12  GRE ISR SVK ISL RUS ISL EST HUN  ISL FRA RUS NOR POR 

13       SUI SLO CZE NOR SUI SRB POL RUS 

14       EST AUS RUS POR CZE CZE SUI ISR 

15       ROM CZE SVK MNE* ISL MKD CZE POL 

16       BUL RUS FIN SVK FIN ROM SVK ROM 

Table 1.The results from all fourteen organized European Youth Championships 

Teams marked with* participated only once in European Championships. 

Data in Table 1 show the ranking of European teams’ success at the last fourteen competitions. 

Starting with 1992 and competition in Switzerland, where 8 European countries competed, in 

the following 5 competitions the number of participants rose to 12, and by 2004, when the 

competition took place in Serbia and Montenegro, the number of participants rose to 16, as it 

remained to this championship. National teams of Sweden and Iceland had already played in 

the European Championship finals, which they won in 1997 and 2003, respectively. Denmark 

has won bronze medal 7 times, which makes it a record in medals won for third place. At the 

championship in Croatia there were no first-time participants, as all teams had participated in 

some of the previous championships.  
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Table 2.Participation and past performance of the 16 participating teams at EURO 2018 

 

Data in Table 2 show that the Denmark national team have participated in European 

championship the most times – 13 times. Proportionally with participation, they won the most 

medals, i.e., 10. It is interesting that Denmark only won silver and bronze medals, even though 

they had the opportunity of winning gold 3 times in the finals. Countries that won most gold 

medals are Croatia, France, Germany, and Sweden, each winning two gold medals. Croatia 

played in the finals 4 times, where as Sweden, Denmark, Spain, and Germany each played in 3 

finals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Medals 

Nation                      Participating ECH            GOLD SILVER BRONZE 

SWE 12 2 1 3 

ISL 8 1 1 0 

DEN 13 0 3 7 

CRO 10 2 2 0 

ESP 9 1 2 2 

GER 10 2 1 1 

FRA 10 2 0 0 

SRB 9 1 0 0 

SLO 9 0 0 0 

HUN 9 1 1 1 

NOR 7 0 0 0 

POR 7 1 1 0 

RUS 11 1 1 0 

ISR 4 0 0 0 

POL 6 0 0 0 

ROU 5 0 0 0 
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4.TEAM FAIR PLAY 

 

 

Team 
 

MP 
 

YC 
 

2MIN 
 

RC 
 

EX 
Points 

Total Avg. 

ESP Spain 7 16 21 0 0 58 8.3 

ROU Romania 7 16 20 0 0 60 8.6 

DEN Denmark 7 17 19 1 0 65 9.3 

NOR Norway 7 15 25 0 0 69 9.9 

SLO Slovenia 7 16 23 1 0 76 10.9 

FRA France 7 21 28 0 0 77 11 

RUS Russia 7 15 32 0 0 79 11.3 

SWE Sweden 7 19 23 1 0 79 11.3 

GER Germany 7 18 26 1 0 80 11.4 

HUN Hungary 7 18 29 1 0 86 12.3 

CRO Croatia 7 18 34 1 0 100 14.3 

POL Poland 7 16 32 2 0 100 14.3 

SRB Serbia 7 18 29 2 0 104 14.9 

POR Portugal 7 16 35 2 0 106 15.1 

ISL Iceland 7 18 33 2 0 108 15.4 

ISR Israel 7 21 38 6 0 169 24.1 

Note:   

playerspunishmentpoints=(YC)x1+(2MIN)x2+(RC)x10+(EX)x20officialspu

nishmentpoints=(YC)x5+(2MIN)x7+(RC)x10+(EX)X20 

Table 3. Team fair play statistics 

 

No. 
 

Name 
 

Team 
 

MP 
 

YC 
 

2MIN 
 

RC 
 

EX 
Points 

Total Avg. 

32 SuissaI. ISR 6 3 9 2 0 31 5.2 

11 DorarinssonE. ISL 7 7 9 1 0 30 4.3 

83 DyanY. ISR 6 2 5 2 0 22 3.7 

15 DelyM. HUN 7 3 8 1 0 24 3.4 

4 KosterJ. GER 7 4 7 1 0 23 3.3 

13 SalvadorS. POR 7 5 6 1 0 22 3.1 

7 SousaT. POR 7 3 7 1 0 22 3.1 

15 OlejniczakM. POL 7 2 6 1 0 19 2.7 

6 VieiraD. POR 7 1 9 0 0 19 2.7 

39 MosindiD. ISR 6 1 5 1 0 16 2.7 

Note:   Points=(YC)x1+(2MIN)x2+(RC)x5+(EX)x10 

Table 4. Individual statistics - punishments (TOP 10) 

Results in Table 3 show that the Israel national team was in the last place in the fair play 

ranking. They had the total of 38 suspensions and 6 red cards in the tournament. None of the 

other teams came close to this number of suspensions and punishments. The reason for such a 

negative result lies in Israel’s aggressive 3:3 and pressing man-on-man defense, which included 

pulling and shoving, leading to the high number of suspensions per match. Such results were 

also expected in Table 4, showing three Israel national team members on a scale ranking 

individual players with most punishments. The player with most punishments was Suissa I., who 

had 9 suspensions and 2 red cards in 6 matches.  
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5. DEFENSE 

5.1. ORGANIZED DEFENSE PLAY 

Team Formation in organized defense 

SWE 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) (2 and 4) aggressive  
5:1 defense 

ISL 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 
5:1 defense 

DEN 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) (2 and 4) aggressive 
CRO 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 

5+1 defense on best opponent player 
ESP 5:1 defense mainly aggressive and deep (+ transformation on 4:2 on one of the back 

that has the ball) 
5:1 defense aggressive and deep (+transformation in 3:3 defense) 
6:0 defense aggressive 
5+1 defense on best opponent player 

GER 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 
6:0 defense with transformation in 5:1 

FRA 5:1 defense(+transformation when wings enter on the line in 4:2) 
5+1 on the best opponent player 

SRB 5:1 defense mainly aggressive and deep (+ transformation on 4:2 on one of the back 
that has the ball) 
3:2:1 defense aggressive 
6:0 defense aggressive 

SLO 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) (2 and 4) aggressive 
HUN 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 
NOR 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 

5:1 defense 
POR 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 

5:1 defense 
RUS 6:0 defense aggressive (3 and 4 aggressive) 

5+1 defense on best opponent player 
ISR 3:3 aggressive and deep 

5:1 aggressive and deep  
Man-on-man (full pressing) 

POL 5:1 defense mainly aggressive and deep (+ transformation on 4:2 on one of the back 
that has the ball) 
5:1 defense aggressive and deep (+transformation in 3:3 defense) 
6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 

ROU 6:0 defense (classic up to 9 meters) 

Table 5: Standard and commonly used formations of the participating teams at EURO 2018 
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Table 5 shows that coaches mostly opted for zone defense 6:0 and 5:1. Besides these defense 

formations, other zone formations were used: 5+1, 3:2:1, and 3:3, although to a lesser extent. 

Each of the traditional zone formations also included certain modifications which were 

characteristic of each individual team. Transformations from one zone formation to another 

during one positional attack should be mentioned. Such tactical variants were used to surprise 

the opponent in attack, to make the adaptation to opponent’s defense that much harder. Such 

level of organization in defense must be defined by a high level of well-trained play and tactical 

discipline of all 6 players. Otherwise, lack of concentration and discipline create porosity in 

defense which is easily taken advantage of by the opposing attackers to score. 
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5.2.FIRST THREE TEAMS IN THE TOURNAMENT/ DEFENSE 

SWEDEN’SDEFENSE 

The Swedish national team played at a very high level throughout the tournament, starting 

from the group phase of the competition. They lost only one match, playing against Iceland in 

the preliminary round. They mostly used traditional zone defense 6:0 at 6 meters, which was 

transformed depending on the position of backcourt attacker with the ball in relation to the 9-

meter line. Agile and well-trained defense did not allow passes to the line which would open 

space for the opponents to easily score from pivot position. Cooperation of back center players 

with the goalkeepers, who had 48% of saves from backcourt positions, should also be pointed 

out. Such a well-coordinated defense system opened quickly to transition, from which Sweden 

scored many goals from wing positions (31), which is the highest number of goals in the 

tournament. Every good defense is completed by great goalkeepers, among whom Norsten 

Fabian stood out particularly and was announced best goalkeeper of the tournament.  

ICELAND’SDEFENSE 

Iceland’s defense, with their goalkeeper Halgimsson, who had great cooperation with his 

teammates, caused much trouble to the opponents’ attackers. Polyvalent and dense defense 

6:0, which adapted to the opponent’s backcourt attackers, prevented direct shots from 

backcourt positions. Particularity of this defense is timely stepping out and going back to 

defending position. By such movement, Iceland’s defense had the highest number of stolen 

balls (21), which led to scored goals.  

DENMARK DEFENSE 

Denmark mainly played 6:0 defense. Their second and fifth defender usually went out deep, in 

the direction of the ball. They blocked their opponent’s backs while the attacking central back 

had the ball, and the pivot was between third and fourth defender. The main characteristic is 

that four players in the middle are very tall and block shots easily. Denmark’s defense is based 

on second and fifth defender solving the problem of attack by left or right backcourt. In this 

case, first defender in position 1 and 6 do not help, but rather guard their wingman. The 

defense with the total of 146 fouls in 7 matches takes the first place of the whole EURO. 

Haubro and Pytlic particularly stood out with five stolen balls each. Denmark had successful 

transition from which they scored easily in counterattack and semi-counterattack. 
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5.3. GOALKEEPERS 

 

Rank No. Name Team MP Saves Shots % 

1 12 LivshitzS. ISR 1 4 7 57 

2 12 OliveiraA. POR 1 6 16 38 

3 30 NorstenF. SWE 7 58 156 37 

3 44 RodriguezL. ESP 7 48 131 37 

5 1 MollerS. SWE 7 38 111 34 

6 16 GyoriK. HUN 7 40 124 32 

6 1 KristensenA. NOR 7 78 241 32 

8 12 GlavanJ. SLO 7 39 126 31 

8 12 HalgimssonV. ISL 7 59 193 31 

10 1 JepsenJ. GER 7 45 151 30 

10 16 KondratenkoV. RUS 7 51 169 30 

10 1 LazarD. ROU 7 58 192 30 

10 16 LogarL. SLO 5 28 94 30 

10 12 MarkovszkiP. HUN 7 33 111 30 

10 1 RughaveS. DEN 7 54 182 30 

16 12 BolzingerC. FRA 7 50 172 29 

16 16 CirovicN. SRB 6 50 174 29 

16 16 SpadyL. FRA 7 24 82 29 

19 16 BoruckiW. POL 7 33 120 28 

20 16 DuchneO. ISR 6 24 93 26 

Table 6: Total shots - 20 best goalkeepers 

A list of 20 goalkeepers who had the highest percentage of saves in the tournament are 

presented in Table 6. Such data represent raw statistical data which are sometimes imprecise 

for interpretation because they do not include the information about the minutes a goalkeeper 

has played in a match. What can be seen in the table is that Swedish goalkeepers Norsten and 

Moller had 37% and 34% of saves, respectfully, which contributed to their team’s success in the 

competition. Kristensen from Norway and Halgimsson from Iceland also had high percentage of 

saves (32% and 31%, respectfully). The obtained data indicate that Scandinavian goalkeeping 

school at this championship was high on the list due to good cooperation between the 

goalkeeper and the defense, the method of goalkeeping in which the opponent’s shot selection 

is well analyzed, in which the goalkeeper’s reaction starts a split second before the ball is 

thrown. One of the reasons why the hosts did not win the medal lies in the fact that Croatian 

goalkeepers had only 26% of saves in the whole tournament.  
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Rank No. Name Team MP Saves Shots % 

1 12 LivshitzS. ISR 1 1 1 100 

1 12 OliveiraA. POR 1 1 1 100 

3 30 NorstenF. SWE 7 8 15 53 

4 16 BoruckiW. POL 7 4 9 44 

5 16 SpadyL. FRA 7 5 12 42 

6 16 DuchneO. ISR 6 2 5 40 

7 12 HalgimssonV. ISL 7 7 19 37 

8 28 JansenR. NOR 7 1 3 33 

8 1 LucinF. CRO 7 1 3 33 

8 12 MarkovszkiP. HUN 7 3 9 33 

8 12 MartynenkoV. RUS 7 2 6 33 

12 1 RughaveS. DEN 7 3 10 30 

13 1 JepsenJ. GER 7 4 14 29 

14 16 GyoriK. HUN 7 5 20 25 

14 1 LazarD. ROU 7 2 8 25 

14 1 OliveiraC. POR 7 6 24 25 

17 16 KondratenkoV. RUS 7 4 18 22 

17 1 KristensenA. NOR 7 6 27 22 

17 33 PerezJ. ESP 7 2 9 22 

20 12 BolzingerC. FRA 7 5 24 21 

Table 7.7-mPenaltyShots (top20) goalkeepers 

The performance of 7-m penalty shots can have decisive influence on the final score of a match. 

By saving penalty shots, goalkeepers can steer the direction of the match towards winning. The 

results presented in Table 7 show that Norsten, the goalkeeper of the Swedish national team, 

had the highest number of penalty shot saves – 8. His total percentage of 7-m penalty shot 

saves was 53%. Borucki from Poland and Spady from France also had high percentage of saves – 

44% and 42%, respectfully. 

Team saves/shots Saving percentage average 

SWE 99/282 35 14.14 

HUN 73/235 31 10.42 

SLO 72/243 30 10.28 

ESP 69/232 30 9.85 

FRA 74/254 29 10.57 

Table 8. Total saves and saving percentage of five best teams at EURO2018  

The results presented in Table 8 show the average number of saves, saving percentage, and the 

total number of saves for the five most successful teams at Euro 2018 according to this 

criterion. The Swedish national team was rightfully ranked first according to the number of 

average and total saves by the goalkeeper, which contributed to their winning the 

championship. Among other results, Spanish goalkeepers should be mentioned. They were 

ranked fourth, whereas their team was fifth in the final ranking. Other teams from this table – 

Hungary, Slovenia, and France – did not make it to the TOP 5 teams of the championship, but 

their goalkeepers had the consistency in saves throughout the competition. 
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5.4.CHANGING PLAYERS IN DEFENSE/ATTACK 

Most teams changed at least one player in defense and attack. By such tactical decisions, a 

team gets a player specialized only in attack or defense. A player who is resting on the bench 

during attack gets recovery, which helps him to perform his task more actively and with better 

concentration, whether it be in defensive or offensive part of play. Such players are usually the 

best goalscorrers or defenders of the whole tournament. It is my opinion that by making such 

moves, short-term effects are achieved regarding result, but there are long-term losses 

regarding player development, especially at this age, when play should be developed in all 

directions. Only a well-rounded player who plays attack, defense, and knows the concepts of 

transition in attack and defense, can be the prototype of top player who meets the demands of 

handball in the future. Thus, selecting Hakur Thrastarson (No 25 ISL) as MVP player of the 

tournament seems like the logical choice, as he has played proportionally in attack and defense 

during the whole tournament, with 316.00 minutes played. It is important to point out that 

Pribetić Gianfranco (No 10 CRO) as the best defender of the tournament, and Ludvig Hallback 

(No 2 SWE) as the best goalscorer, played equally in both directions, which supports the theory 

that players should develop equally in all phases of the game.  
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6. ATTACK 

6.1.ORGANIZED ATTACK 

Organized attack is one of the more complex parts of a handball match. Proper movement and 

synchronization od group play is extremely important for success of every top-quality team. 

This championship was characterized by movements in positional attack which demanded a lot 

of position switching, crossing, and feints into the goal area, which created tactical 

predispositions for successful performance. Cooperation of backcourt players, with constant 

position switching and positioning of pivot, was one of the first criteria the teams followed. 

Organized attack usually starts with center backcourt player, who leads well-trained starts and 

actions from his position. Tendency of modern handball was particularly noticeable in the three 

first-ranked teams, among which it was evident that constant switching and crossing during 

positional attack maintain the efficacy of performance regardless of players’ position after the 

switch. Such player development creates preconditions for prolonged attack, which is 

constantly dangerous for the opposing team. 

SWEDEN’S ATTACK 

Ludvig Hallback (No 2 SWE) demonstrated excellent play in this championship for his Swedish 

team at center backcourt position. In cooperation with his colleagues at backcourt positions, 

especially with Johansson E. (No 19), he caused major problems for the opponents’ defense. 

Chrintz V (No 10), playing right wingman, particularly made use of high-quality attacks and 

scored 8 goals during the final match, which certainly justified his award for best player at this 

position. The quality of the Swedish attack was due to excellent rotation of all backcourt 

players, which was used rationally throughout the championship by coach Dennis Sandberg. 

Extreme efficacy is best seen in the overall high realization percentage of 73% at this 

tournament. In addition, statistical data reveal that realization from wingman positions was 

44/59 or 74.04%, and realization from backcourt positions 52/91 or 57%, so it is clear that 

Swedish national team had the most efficient positional attack. Versatility of realization was 

particularly evident in a wide repertoire of different shots, with special emphasis on set shots 

from backcourt positions, and shots from the wing which were particularly hard to save. 

ICELAND’S ATTACK 

In the national team of Iceland, a duo that stood out particularly were Hakur Thrastarson (No 

25 ISL) at left backcourt position and Runarsson T. (No 10 ISL) at center backcourt position, who 

were excellent in creating attacks characterized by extreme discipline and good anticipation in 

play. I would particularly like to point out tactical discipline, which was almost surprising for 

players of this age. Excellent play in attack was contributed by Dorrarinson E. (No 11 ISL) with 

his movement on the line and good cooperation with his team’s back line by blocks and 
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movement. A handicap in Iceland’s attack was the exception of a left-handed player at right 

wingman position, who was complemented well by other players, especially Valencia S. (No 17 

ISL). A number of Iceland’s positional attacks was executed by one of the wingmen cutting to 

the 6-m line and taking the position of second pivot. Timely cutting and positioning between 

positions 1 and 2 in defense, and 5 and 6, created a great situation in 2:2 play, and if the 

defense stayed shallow, Iceland’s backcourt players would use even the smallest gap in defense 

to score a goal. 

DENMARK’S ATTACK 

Denmark’s play was marked by Pytlick S. (No 6 DEN) at left backcourt position, Haubro M. (No 7 

DEN) at center backcourt position, and Hangaard M. (No 19 DEN), who complemented each 

other very well, and by good cooperation, created space for backcourt shots and successive 

passing to wingmen. Versatility and creation from backcourt positions made Denmark one of 

the first favorites for winning the championship. Denmark won all the matches before the finals 

and was then defeated by Sweden. Denmark’s attack abounded in extremely well-trained 

actions in which crossing and quick ball movement created problems from backcourt and wing 

positions. Denmark’s wingmen deserve special praise because of their versatile repertoire of 

shots, and their frequent choice of jumps from small angles from which they scored the total of 

35 goals out of 49 tries, i.e., 71%. Lenbroch N. (No 23 DEN) should be mentioned for his high 

percentage of scores of 78% from this position. 
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6.2 INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS- GOALSCORERS 

Rank No. Name Team MP Goals Shots % 7mShots 

1 2 HellbackL. SWE 7 56 68 82 17/19 

2 23 CostaM. POR 7 48 76 63 7/12 

3 25 DrastarsonH. ISL 7 47 73 64 0/1 

4 10 ChrintzV. SWE 7 44 62 71 2/2 

5 7 NtanziS. FRA 7 41 59 69 2/3 

5 33 NikolicJ. SRB 7 41 69 59 7/8 

7 9 BalintB. HUN 7 40 74 54 9/14 

8 17 PaschalD. FRA 7 36 44 82 10/13 

9 66 LumbrosoY. ISR 7 34 63 54 5/8 

10 11 TurkenitzI. ISR 7 33 48 69 9/11 

10 9 KnorrJ. GER 7 33 58 57 0/0 

12 8 ShneiderA. ISR 7 31 53 58 0/0 

13 31 CalleE. ESP 7 30 43 70 2/5 

14 7 MiletaF. CRO 7 29 36 81 11/13 

14 23 Styrcz W. POL 7 29 43 67 6/12 

14 2 GautasonD. ISL 7 29 44 66 1/2 

14 13 JezernikT. SLO 7 29 46 63 6/8 

18 7 ChanSuanV. RUS 7 28 40 70 12/17 

18 24 ScislowiczM. POL 7 28 45 62 7/8 

18 11 GrondahlT. NOR 7 28 52 54 1/1 

Table 9. Individual statistics goalscorers (TOP 20) 

Results in Table 9 show that Ludvig Hallback (No 2 SWE) was first-ranked, with 56 goals scored 

in seven matches, with high realization percentage of 82%. Besides good realization during 

game play, he scored 17 goals from 7-m penalty shots, which made him the best goalscorer of 

the championship. On average, he scored 8 goals per match. Seven players of the 20 top 

goalscorers played at center backcourt position, 5 players played left wingman, 3 played left 

backcourt, 3 played right wingman, 1 played right backcourt, and 1 played at pivot position. The 

results show a standard trend in which backcourt players have more opportunities for 

realization, which allows them to have a higher number of shots, and therefore the opportunity 

for scoring more goals. By examining the scale of the best 20 goalscorers of the tournament, it 

was noticed that many of the players executed 7-m shots, which helped them in ranking high 

on the scale. It is interesting that there is not a single player from Denmark, who won the third 

place, which can be explained by even selection of goals within the team. 
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6.3.TACTICAL EXAMPLES OF ATTACK IN 6:6 PLAY 

At this championship, several tactical actions were demonstrated, which teams had trained for 

starting attack on set zone. The majority refer to quick switches with and without the ball, and 

well-trained cooperation with pivot, who was set depending on coach’s tactical idea. Many 

examples of tactical attacks on specific zone formations were implemented from senior 

handball, thus, new starts or actions have not been observed. Most common types of start 

were cross between center backcourt and pivot, with different upgrades of feints and leaving 

the ball forone of the backcourt players. Combined single and double crossing with switching 

positions, with cooperation with pivot who would block or open in the area below player were 

noticed throughout the competition. Cutting of wingmen to second pivot position was 

particularly applied. Positioning was usually on the opposite side from the cutting (if left 

wingman is cutting, he goes to position between defender number 4 and 5, or 5 and 6), while 

pivot in this case is positioned between defender number 1 and 2, blocking the first defender 

with his body. This created advantage for pivot, who would execute a timely block on the first 

player, after which play would be shifted to left backcourt. In case this first situation is not 

taken advantage of, successive passing to the other side would be executed quickly with 

shifting the play below second pivot. It was noticeable that teams of Denmark and Sweden had 

well-trained micro actions, especially in cooperation between two players – left wingman and 

left backcourt. After a piston movement from the left wingman, the ball would be passed to left 

backcourt, who would do a piston movement towards the center, and left wingman would cut 

between defender number 1 and 2 by sudden movement and would receive the ball behind his 

back from the left backcourt. A lot of actions were seen during passive play, or 9-meter shots, 

when teams such as France used the jumping of wingmen in the air above the goal area on a 

ball received from the backcourt player (zeppelin). In the following schematic representations, 

some of the starts used at this championship are presented. 

1st EXAMPLE  
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The first example is of crossing between center backcourt and pivot, which has several 

modifications, and was often used by the teams at this championship. Pivot is set by the 

defender number two, center backcourt receives the ball form right backcourt and crosses with 

the pivot at the center, after which he moves to left backcourt position. By dribbling the ball, 

pivot moves to the area between defenders 4 and 5 and blocks defender number 5. Then, the 

ball is passed to left backcourt, who moves to the center and shoots or passes the ball forward 

to center backcourt at left backcourt position. There were several upgrades of this starting 

action, the most common of which was that in which pivot is between players 3 and 4, blocking 

player number 3 by his movement. Starting position of center backcourt and right backcourt is 

wide, and they should, without piston movements, pass to left backcourt, who attacks the area 

between second and third defender without the ball. Left backcourt receives the ball in the last 

step and jumps with the aim of making second and third player jump to block. From this 

position he passes to center backcourt, who attacks the area between defender number 4 and 

5 and tries to find pivot by particularly low balls. 

2nd EXAMPLE 

1

2

3

4

5
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The second most common starting action used by the teams to break the opponent’s defense, 

especially the 6:0 defense, was one of the wingmen cutting to second pivot. In this specific 

case, pivot would be positioned between defender number 1 and 2 where he would block 

defender number 1. The ball starts at right wingman who is in wide position. When center 

backcourt receives the ball from right backcourt, left wingman cuts between defender number 

4 and 5. Center backcourt passes to left backcourt, who attacks the area between defender 

number 2 and 3, with the aim of moving defender number 2 forward so that pivot could receive 

the ball in a much superior position in relation to the first player guarding him. 

The teams used this type of attack with the right wingman cutting, so it was applied from both 

sides.   

Modifications and upgrades of this attack are possible if this first variant does not pass, and 

other upgrades were used by the teams. One of them includes left backcourt’s wide movement 

towards the out line (defender 1 and 2 would be preoccupied with pivot, and defenders 4 and 5 

with the wingman who cut in). Defender 3 would stay wide in relation to defender 2 and 4, 

which would allow center backcourt to play one-on-one in a large space. 

The third variant was the one in which left backcourt would receive the ball, and immediately 

start successive passing towards the right side, where right backcourt would look for a gap 

between defender 4 and 5 with a selection of solutions: shoot at the goal, pass to pivot, break 

through or create overload at the right wing. 

3rd EXAMPLE 

12

3
4

5

6

 

1st part                                                                     2nd part 
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The third variant is the one which includes cooperation between backcourt players. The variant 

with a double crossing was frequently used in attack on set zone formations. Modifications 

during this start included different upgrades which made this action more concrete and 

dangerous for scoring.  

At the start of the action, pivot was set between defender 3 and 4. Right backcourt would 

perform a piston movement between defender 5 and 6, and then pass the ball to center 

backcourt, who would attack defender 3 from a semi-circular approach. After this part of the 

action, pivot would block player 4, and center backcourt would cross with left backcourt, who 

would attack the area between defender 4 and 5. At this point, pivot would move by blocking 

movement and block defender number 3. After that, left backcourt would cross with right 

backcourt, who attacks the area between defender 2 and 3. The continuation of this action was 

selective, depending on the situation which would occur at the end of the attack.  

Usually the ball was passed to center backcourt, who would attack the area between defender 

1 and 2, and, depending on the situation, try to score by jumping into the goal area or passing 

once more to his wingman.  

It should be mentioned that often even during the first crossing, one of the backcourt players 

would pass to pivot due to poor reception in defenseof backcenter players. Well-trained play 

between backcourt players and high-quality blocks were the first precondition for breaking the 

opponent’s defense. 
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6.4. TACTICAL EXAMPLES OF ATTACK IN 6:5 PLAY 

In this chapter, some of the examples of attack with man advantage that were used at this 

championship are presented. In my opinion, this is a very important segment of the game, to 

which coaches usually don’t give much importance. This problem should be addressed by a 

selective approach in dealing with this problem during the training process. First, there should 

be a tendency towards simpler solutions in which several quality piston movements to the area 

between two defenders create man advantage in the end positions of the attack. Then, “mini 

tactical” settings of attack with well-trained actions between several back players and pivot 

should be applied. As the final phase of practicing, settings of attack with 4 to 6 players should 

be practiced, which would offer several solutions for quality realization. Most importantly, 

there should be a tendency towards simpler solutions which result in direct shot from back 

positions, cut to an open area and line shot, or creating predispositions for wing players to jump 

shoot from their position. It is very important to train tactical variants which have several final 

solutions to prevent defense from adapt easily to the existing situations in attack.  

At this championship, there were 447 suspensions in total, i.e., 27.93 suspensions per team. On 

average, each team had 3.99 suspensions per match. It is interesting that the teams failed to 

take full advantage of this period of the game to take the lead, due to poor training of this 

segment of the game. Moreover, many teams used the possibility of substituting the 

goalkeeper for a court player, so in this period of the match, the teams played 6:6. All teams 

except for Serbia substituted the goalkeeper for a court player during 2-minute suspensions. 

Such tactical solutions created danger in the attack, but also a possibility for easy scoring in 

case of a lost ball. In my opinion, teams should have several starts in which a player substituting 

for the goalkeeper would start the action, and after that he would substitute for the 

goalkeeper. Unfortunately, such tactical variants were seen only in a few teams. Some of the 

schematic examples of attack with an extra player used at this championship are presented 

below.  
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Tactical examples: 

1st EXAMPLE  

EXTRA 

PLAYER IN 

ATTACK

(from the left 

side)

PIVOTS are in 

positions 

between 1 and 2, 
(3 and 4). 

Creating a 

numerical 
advantage 

towards right 

side for RB or 

RW.

 

 

2nd EXAMPLE 

EXTRA 

PLAYER IN 

ATTACK

(from the right and 

the left)

CB crossing with 

RB, CB moving to 

second pivot by 

defender number 

4. RB jump passes 

the ball to LB who 

moves to position 

between defender 

number 1 and 2 

and passes the ball 

to LW or PIVOT. 

Pivot blocks 

defender number 

1.
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3rd EXAMPLE 

EXTRA 

PLAYER IN 

ATTACK

(from the left 

side)

Drawing CB 

after passing the 

ball to LB to 

second pivot in 

position between 

defender number 

3 and 4, where 

he receives the 

ball from LB 

after a run-up 

(PIVOT in 

position between 

1 and 2)

 

 

4th EXAMPLE 

EXTRA 

PLAYER IN 

ATTACK

(from the left 

and the right 

side)

Drawing RW 

towards the 

corner, the ball 

goes to RB, RB 

passes to CB 

who jump passes 

to PIVOT who is 

between the 

defender number 

1 and defender 

number 2, or LW
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5th EXAMPLE 

EXTRA 

PLAYER IN 

ATTACK 

LB penetrating 
and passing the 

ball to CB and 

going to PIVOT 

between 

defender number 

1 and 2, LB 
moves in a 

semicircular run 

towards the 
middle of the 

court (PIVOT 

blocks defender 

number 3, 

followed by 

passing the ball 
to RB or RW)
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7.REFEREE PERFOMANCE 

Refereeing at this championship was at a very high level, which is to be expected from such 

level of competition. Young referee duos from all over Europe were given a chance to referee 

future rising stars of handball, ensuring that the matches were played by the rules of the 

handball game. The final match between national teams of Sweden and Iceland was refereed 

by the Croatian referee duo Lončar, who did the job in the best way possible. By observing the 

last few World and European championships for men and women, it can be seen that these 

competitions have been a range for testing new rules which would later be applied in senior 

handball. This tendency was not noticed at this championship, which I consider to be a very 

good thing, as constant changing of the rules creates additional problems for both coaches and 

players. Furthermore, in previous years, some rules were much insisted on, and this would last 

only a year, after which it would be totally neglected.  

The rules particularly emphasized by the referees: -Giving the advantage while a player is 

injured on the court. Referees would allow play to continue and give advantage to the team in 

possession of the ball to finish their attack, and then bring in a physical therapist or a doctor to 

help the injured player. Such calls allowed the fluidity of play, reduced the level of simulation, 

and the referees assessed if there was a need for medical intervention, to apply the rule of an 

injured player leaving the court for 3 attacks of his team. 

- Jumping into the goal area during attractive throw-ins (zeppelin), when players would touch 

the area with their feet before throwing the ball. Referees had particularly low tolerance for 

such situations and would call encroachment immediately. In my opinion, not all situations 

deserved such strict application of this rule as there were some “clean” situations in which 

there was no need for such calls. Such tendency from the referee destroys creativity and 

attractiveness of the game which should primarily be attracting more viewers to love handball. 

In the later phase of the competition, the teams gradually gave up such attractive ways of 

realization.  

- Shoving during shots from wingman positions were particularly punished by 2-minute 

suspensions, which has been a tendency for some time now, and which has protected players in 

attack from possible injuries.  

- I would like to especially commend the attitude of the referees towards the coaching staff that 

was on the bench during a match. I believe only 7-8 warnings were given in the whole 

championship, and zero 2-minute suspensions, to the people on the coaching staff. It was nice 

to see that the referees were willing to listen to different opinions about their decisions, and 

there was no unnecessary tension that would be transferred to the court. Such an approach 

creates mutual trust, which is sometimes critical in matches with result uncertainty. 
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8.CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS 

The conclusion after this championship is that the results during the championship in all 56 

matches were in tendency with the results in previous competitions for this age group. Those 

teams that succeeded in being consistent throughout the competition, that managed to 

maintain tournament competitive fitness, achieved good results. Those teams that could not do 

this ended up fighting for placement from 9th to 16th place. Great oscillations in play resulted 

from inexperience of the players aged 18 years old or younger. Mental stability and tactical 

preparedness were crucial for winning a medal. All teams were well prepared for this type of 

competition in terms of physical fitness and only a few players experienced injuries. The first 

eleven teams in the ranking after this competition qualified for the World Championship which 

will take place in Skopje (Macedonia) in 2019. Therefore, the match for the 11th place between 

national teams of Portugal and Norway was particularly important as it determined the last 

participant of the World Championship. Portugal was in the lead most of the game, however, 

Norway took the lead in the final quarter and won the match by 28:24(11:13). 

Impressions of the Championship 

1. Most teams used zone defense 6:0 and 5:1 with certain modifications that were 

adapted depending on the opponent. The four best-ranked teams used 6:0 defense, 

which obviously proved to be the best choice, leading to best results. Special 

commendations go to the Spanish coaching staff, who had prepared several different 

tactical defensevariants demonstrated at this championship, and their team came really 

close to winning a medal. The exotic segment at the championship was the national 

team of Israel, who, by their aggressive 3:3 defense to the center, demonstrated 

different handball style than that played in the rest of Europe. This type of defense 

presented a major problem to the less prepared teams, who failed to adapt to deep 

defense zones. Moreover, it was noticeable that Israel’s team used full pressing and 

man-to-man play in some matches, which opened a lot of space for undisturbed 

realization in breaking through. This risk in play usually did not pay off as they were 

punished by suspensions due to frequent pulling and shoving. 

2. In many teams, players were changed in the attack and defense phase. The teams 

changed one to two players who were specialists for the specific phase. In my opinion, 

apart from Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Iceland, the teams did not use this in the 

best way possible. There was a lot of room for gaining advantage in this part of the 

game by executing a quick center.   

3. The influence of backcourt players on the final score was extremely high. Center 

backcourt players demonstrated that, besides good organizational abilities, they also 

possess good attack performances, and 7 out of the 20 best goalscorers at EURO played 
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the center backcourt position. Players often switched positions in attack and were 

equally dangerous at their non-standard positions. 

4. A high number of players on the bench contributed significantly to team’s final success 

and good result. Teams that could evenly use all the players were able to maintain the 

rhythm and freshness of such a demanding competition. The best example is the final 

match between Sweden and Iceland in which coaches used 14 out of the 16 players who 

were in the game protocol. 

5. I would particularly like to emphasize the usability of man advantage in attack. In my 

opinion, the teams did not take advantage of that period of the game to take the lead. 

The time period during two-minute suspensions usually ended with 1:1 or 1:0, which 

could certainly be upgraded better in the future. 

6. The teams in Euro were extremely physically fit and there were no major problems, 

especially regarding the running aspect. I would particularly like to emphasize the 

running aspect, which was dominated by transition to attack, whereas transition to 

defense should be developed further, especially in teams which ended up lower in the 

final ranking.  

7. In attack, players most frequently used elements of crossing, changing position, 

switching, and cooperation with pivot as settings to start their offensive play, meeting 

the defensive formations of the opponents. 

8. The importance of a goalkeeper was great, as was in previous competitions. The medal-

winning teams had significant help from their goalkeepers, who, by their great defense, 

helped in elevating this element of play. It was noticed, however, that they had a 

somewhat lower number of saves per match in relation to past championships, which 

might be explained by better solutions in shot selection in handball players of this age 

group.  

9. This championship showed that, just like in past championships, the team that had 

fewer technical mistakes was the one that won matches, which is one of the main 

factors for winning EURO.  

10. The dominance of Scandinavian handball is evident, as the three best-ranked teams are 

from this part of Europe. A noticeable difference between these teams and other 

national teams was their well-trained tactical play in attack and defense. They had high-

quality and versatile performance of technical elements of attack, and organized 

defense with quick transition to attack. 

Croatia, September 

 Ante Burger, PhD 


